
European health chief pretends to vaccinate his niece with
MMR to reassure vaccine hesitant parents, his PR stunt gets
busted as the safety cap was still on the vaccine

To reassure parents about MMR vaccine safety, the Macedonian health chief pretended to
vaccinate his niece, but eagle eyed observers noticed the safety cap was still on the vaccine, he
was forced to admit he faked it as a PR stunt.

“he pretended to vaccinate a niece with the MMR vaccine but was forced to acknowledge that
the stunt was fake when it was realized that the baby on the picture he distributed is clearly too
young to receive the vaccine, and the needle still has its safety cap on.”

https://english.republika.mk/news/macedonia/parents-who-refuse-vaccination-send-a-list-of-
demands-to-minister-filipce/
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Reminds me of a university president who wanted to show his student that vaccines were safe by
taking one. He died. His name was Jonathan Edwards.
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Jonathan Edwards

I did not know he died as a result of the smallpox vaccination. Thanks for sharing
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It’s not easy to find, but one of the side effects of vaccinations that was clearly documented
when they were first used was “idiocy”. I’ll let you guess what we call idiocy today.
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Inoculation is not the same as a vaccination. And 1758 seems really early for this procedure.
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When Edward Jenner introduced smallpox vaccinein 1798, this was initially called cowpox
inoculation

Edit. I guess the terms are interchangeable.  
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SS - A health minister pretended to vaccinate his niece with MMR in order to trick the
population that he believed it was a truely safe vaccine, so safe that he would give it to his own
loved ones.
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I don't think elites vaccinate

would love to see Paul Offit take his 10,000 shots all at once though
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This is blatant charlatanism.

If he was caught out pretending to administer essential oils as a balm the MSM would shit their
pants to eat this up as propaganda against natural medicine.

Fuck this fucking bullshit, at the least he should not be considered a reputable representative of
vaccination in his country.
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